TURFSCRUB

™

B r us h -Ty p e Floor Pa d

The pad that gets down into the cracks and crevices of
uneven floor surfaces and deep grout lines
for unsurpassed cleaning results.
• T
 URFSCRUB™ provides brush scrubbing action in a pad. Now there
is no need for expensive brushes and the time consuming process of
changing cumbersome brush driver blocks when you want to scrub
uneven surfaces and clean deep grout lines.
• TURFSCRUB™ pad is constructed of heavy duty turf material for
exceptional cleaning performance and long life.
TURFSCRUB™ pad is ideal for cleaning
uneven surfaces. The bristly texture of this
pad gets down into deep grout lines and
rough surfaces for thorough cleaning.

• No harsh chemicals needed. Cleans with water or neutral cleaning
solution.
• T
 URFSCRUB™ pads are not laminated. This allows for the unobstructed
flow of water or cleaning solution when using an auto scrubber.
• S
 uperior construction, with no serged borders, provides “edge to edge”
cleaning power.

For use on Standard Speed Floor Machines*,
Automatic Scrubbers and Oscillating Floor Machines.
*Conventional machines up to 500 rpm.

• Ideal for Grouted Tile, Terrazzo and Concrete

TURFSCRUB

™

Brush-Type

Is it a Brush or
a Pad?
TurfScrub™ works like a
brush with its coarse bristles
by aggressively cleaning
hard to reach areas, such
as tile, concrete and grout
but with the convenience of
a pad! TurfScrub™ is more
cost-effective than utilizing
traditional brushes or
replacing expensive brush
driver blocks. This unique pad
is designed to be both flexible
and lightweight for easier
application and alternating
with traditional floor pads
when the application requires
multiple pad types.

What types of floors
can I clean with the
TurfScrub™?
TurfScrub is ideal for a
variety of floors, including:
concrete, terrazzo, deep
grouted tile and other
unlevel surfaces.

What is the life
expectancy of
these pads?
Used on the proper floor
types, you can expect to get
up to 300,000 square feet.
Superior construction, with
no serged borders, provides
“edge to edge” cleaning
power. Of course, preventing
soil from drying on the pad,
along with proper cleaning
after every use will prolong
the life of these pads.

How do I clean
the TurfScrub™ pad?
The pad should be thoroughly
cleaned after each use to
prolong its life and efficiency.
Flush out dirt and debris with
a high pressure garden hose.

Use hot water if available. To
dry, stand the pad on its edge
and prop against a wall or
rack. This allows the water to
completely drain from the pad
and promotes faster drying.
Note: Do not use commercial
washing machines or dryers

Floor

Pad

Heavily soiled floor
and grout lines before
cleaning with a
TurfScrub™ floor pad.

What types of
machines can
I use?
The TurfScrub™ pad fits
standard speed floor
machines*, automatic
scrubbers and oscillating floor
machines. This pad’s open
construction allows water to
flow through to the surface
for optimal scrubbing action
to produce maximum results
every time.

Floor surface, including
grout lines, are sparkling
clean after scrubbing
with a TurfScrub™
floor pad.

*Conventional machines up to 500 rpm.

™

Also available in 4.5” x 10” size
for use on utility pad holders.

What sizes of TurfScrub™ pads are available?
Stock Code

Quantity/Pk

Round Pad

Stock Code

Quantity/Pk

Rectangular
Pad

402908

4 PK

8"

40291218

4 PK

12" x 18"

402913

4 PK

13"

40291420

4 PK

14" x 20"

402914

4 PK

14"

402914202

2 PK

14" x 20"

402917

4 PK

17"

402914242

2 PK

14” x 24”

402920

4 PK

20"

40291428

4 PK

14" x 28"

4029202

2 PK

20"

402914282

2 PK

14" x 28"

40291432

4 PK

14" x 32"
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